writer for the Voice, has a real sense of what is happening at Zen Mountain
Center. His story grew out of two seve~·day stays at Ta.ssajara. He most recently came in considering a follow-up story, by hiking the twenty-Svc miles over
the very rugged mountains from his house on the coast in eight boars. He arrived
exhausted, unable to talk, but ready to write.
We arc reprinting the story below because it is a good description of what Zen
Mountain Center was like before the training period opened in July. Many of the
students who were there at the time this story was written did not stay through
the training period. The ones who left were relative beginners in Zen (a few
months) and did not have enough real mental and physical experience of Zen to
cope with the facing of oneself brought about in tangaryo (described earlier), and
the greater discipline of the training period- mainly a lack of time for anything
except Zen practice. We learned we must encourage studenu to spend time practicing with Zen groups in the city first- San Francisco, New York, Rochester,
Gardena - where the practice is les.t intensive and hdps prepare them for Zen
Mountain Center. But these first students in the spring did break the groundthcy accomplished an enormous amount of work, and their Zen practice established the spirit of Ta.ssajara.
Although the central metaphon of religion are often tough ones (note the use
of the kyosaku stick to help studentl in Jack's story), like <;:hrist's crucifi:xi?n or
Bodhidharma's nine year sitting. still the beginner must be able to find a way in
religion to develop bis own pouibilitics. For this reason, beginning nest year the
summer will be left open to beginning nu dents and visitors, with the fall. winter,
and spring reserved for more experienced sitters.

If we are truly involved with t11e development of our way,
there wiU be no idea of development,
of re~ or worldly, ofJapanese or American,
of- or woman, or even of Zen.
Such m.. ttt;tivity wiU stan
wlten dbtinctions are forgotten
and hlrtdninces become the opportunity for practice.
Thus you will know your own way.
It i's the time to p11t th.u UHn hundred yu.r old
teachings of Dogen Zenji into proctiu.

Sumi circle by Suzuki Roshi.
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